Bloomberg Law’s Antitrust Practice Center

*Bloomberg Law’s Antitrust Practice Center* fully integrates analysis, commentary, news, case law, tools and trackers to give you a comprehensive understanding of issues critical to corporate law practitioners and in-house corporate counsel.

Our *Practice Pages* provide in-depth coverage of issues vital to antitrust attorneys, including compliance, enforcement & litigation and merger review. Use these pages to quickly hone in on the tools, secondary analysis and primary content most useful to your practice specialty, including our outside expert-authored antitrust titles from our *Corporate Practice Portfolio Series* titles, to gain in-depth guidance on dozens of corporate law topics. Keep on top of Federal Trade Commission and Justice Department developments using an extensive collection of agency documents and resources.

Whether you need to tackle a compliance, litigation or other issue affecting your business or client, *Bloomberg Law’s Antitrust Practice Center* delivers the expert analysis, practice tools, news and primary sources you need to address your most complex matters.

**Practice pages**
Practice pages covering Antitrust Compliance, Enforcement & Litigation and Merger Review allow you to quickly access primary and secondary source material by topic.

**Practice tools**
Access trackers covering Antitrust Litigation. Locate relevant state statutes and how they differ from federal antitrust law using the 50-state surveys.

Use the International Merger Clearance chart to quickly determine merger filing requirements in key international jurisdictions.

**Portfolios & treatises**
Bloomberg BNA’s portfolios are written by leading practitioners and offer in-depth analysis and guidance on numerous in-depth analysis and guidance on numerous antitrust topics, including foreign unfair competition, tying arrangements and state law.

In addition, search a variety of titles from the American Bar Association (ABA), including the 7th Edition of Antitrust Law Developments, and from the Practising Law Institute (PLI), the *Getting the Deal Through* series, and more.
Laws & regulations
Quickly access federal antitrust statutes using our Quick Reference Guide and compare state law requirements using our comprehensive State Antitrust Law Directory.

News
Access the latest legislative, regulatory and judicial developments in Antitrust & Trade Regulation Daily, as well as other Bloomberg BNA Law Reports. In addition, browse other sources, including Bloomberg News, Bloomberg Businessweek and Bloomberg Brief newsletters.

Litigation & dockets
Quickly access and set up alerts for the latest antitrust opinions and to keep on top of pending litigation. Use our Antitrust Federal Litigation Tracker to monitor new antitrust complaints.

Enforcement agencies
Keep on top of Federal Trade Commission and Justice Department developments using an extensive collection of agency documents and resources.

Transactional resources
The Bloomberg Law EDGAR Search makes it easy to search the database and individual items in SEC Form 8-K and 10-K filings, as well as individual risk factors contained within Form 10-K filings. Additional EDGAR Search features include side-by-side comparison and redlining of results, market-based search filters, and document stock charts, designed to give you a sense of how markets have reacted to recent filings.

The DealMaker Document Search connects to a proprietary database of more than one million documents from real transactions organized by Document and Transaction Types. You also can target specific clause language, with the added functionality of comparing two clauses in side-by-side and redlined views.